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Who is Accutone?

A well-known brand name within the call-center and office 
headset market segment, Accutone has been one of the most 
preferred professional brands for close to two decades. With 
vast experience and expertise in acoustics engineering and 
noise-reduction, our headsets are designed for the toughest 
industrial environments. Although our PRO-level products 
are mostly customized and sold through direct channels, we 
are now offering a wide lineup of off-the-shelve products 
using the same level of industrial standards which clearly 
distinguish us from the rest.

Professional Standards.
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M310

ExcaliburM30

ExcaliburM310

M30

Noise-cancelling Headset for Smartphones
- Sturdy and comfortable over-the-head wearing style
- Noise-cancelling microphone with superb voice reception
- Ultra-lightweight with multiple adjustment points for fitting 

and comfort
- Aluminum microphone arm folds out during coffee breaks
- Comes with rubber ear-pad extension and foam cushion
- In-line answer-call button with reverse/skip track control
- 3.5mm plug supports most smartphones and tablets

EXCALIBUR M310

Noise-isolating Headset for Smartphones
- Lightweight and convenient over-the-ear wearing style
- Full aluminum structure designed to be classy and durable
- Silicon ear-buds fit inside the ears for noise-isolation
- Rotatable ear-bud for switching between left and right ears
- Replaceable ClearTube for durability and hygienic purposes
- In-line answer-call button with reverse/skip track control
- 3.5mm plug supports most smartphones and tablets

EXCALIBUR M30
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In-ear Headsets for Smartphones
- Both models come with microphone and bass-enhanced speakers
- 3.5mm plug with answer-call button supporting most smartphones
- Supports play-pause reverse/skip track controls on iPhones

SW115

115
All iPhone® , BlackBerry®, 
Android® Smartphones 
and Tablets; Most MP3 
Players, CD Players, PC

and Mac®.

directly compatible with

SHOCKWAVE 115|215

USB COMMUNICATOR V9

Conference Machine with Voice Recording
- USB conference with any IM (ie. Skype, Live, Yahoo...etc)
- Hardware-based echo-cancellation for superb sound
- One-click switch from VoIP to Recording mode
- Record any conversation without the need to launch software
- Direct playback of recording from removable Micro-SD card
- Also serve as a standard Micro-SD card reader
- Compatible to all Windows, Mac and Linux platforms
- No batteries required, No drivers needed (Plug and Play)

V9

SW215

215
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USB Communication Headset 
- Comes in Monaural and Stereo over-the-head versions
- Powerful 40mm loudspeakers equipped with Accutone  

TMBassTechnology
- Industrial-grade noise-cancelling microphone designed for 

the noisiest environments
- Inline analog volume control and mute switch
- Universal Plug-and-Play with no driver required under 

Windows, Mac OS or most Linux platforms

®

USB200

USB200

USB Headset with Digital Volume Control
- High-fidelity business headset for communication and audio 

applications in office and enterprises
- Multi-color LED status indicator via inline digital control

® TM- 40mm stereo speakers with Accutone  BassTechnology
- Industrial-grade noise-cancelling microphone designed for 

the noisiest environments
TM- Comes with AccuSound , 5.1 Surround Sound Emulator 

and software for various digital audio configurations
- No drivers required, plug-and-play USB for most platforms

USB400

USB400
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CM300

AU300

3.5mm-USB Headset Converter
- Converts CM300 or any other 3.5mm multimedia headset 

into USB connectivity
- Upgrades the output performance from standard sound 

cards to USB-grade quality
- Directly control the computer’s audio and mute status
- Online and muting status LED-indications
- Turn multimedia speakers and desktop microphones into 

USB devices instantly

AU300

Stereo Multimedia Headset
- Dual 3.5mm plugs with audio-out and audio-in supporting 

all notebooks audio jacks and desktop sound cards
- High-Performance 40mm Stereo Speakers for music & 

audio applications
- Industrial-grade noise-cancelling microphone for VoIP and 

Voice-Recognition softwares
- Generic 3.5mm connection compatible with most digital 

recorders, MP3 players and various dictation devices

CM300
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903

703

BT903

BT703

BLUETOOTH SERIES

Multipoint Bluetooth Headsets
- Inviniti Series Headset for pairing with more than one device
- BT903: Dual-microphone for wind-noise reduction & elimination
- Both models are bluetooth version 2.1 +EDR, Class II
- High reception range, talk time of 4 hours, weight 7 grams

Headset for Wireless DECT Telephones
- Single 2.5mm gold-plated combined-plug for connecting to 

most DECT telephones and some mobile Feature Phones
- Comes with Inline Anti-Radiation module to reduce up to 96% 

of radiation generated from DECT or Mobile phones
- Inline Volume Control with Microphone Mute switch
- DT30: High-end full-aluminum ear-hook design with hygienic 

replaceable ClearTube microphone
- DT818: Ultra-lightweight over-the-head design with noise-

cancelling microphone

DECT 2.5MM SERIES

DT818

DT30
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Mobile Series (Smartphones)

Excalibur M310 Over-the-head Noise-Cancelling Headset

Excalibur M30 Over-the-ear Noise-Isolating Headset

Shockwave 115 In-ear Noise-Isolating Headset with Microphone

Shockwave 215 In-ear Noise-Isolating Headset with Microphone

USB Solutions

Communicator V9 Personal Conference Machine with Voice Recording

USB200 USB Communication Headset

USB400 USB Headset with Digital Volume Control

3.5mm Soundcard Solutions

CM300 Stereo Multimedia Headset

AU300 3.5-USB Headset Converter

Bluetooth Series 

Inviniti BT703 Multi-point Bluetooth Headset

Inviniti BT903 Multi-point Bluetooth Headset with Dual Microphone

DECT 2.5mm Series

DT30 Over-the-ear Aluminum Headset for DECT phones

DT818 Over-the-head Monaural Headset for DECT phones

Business Retail Products Overview.
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Clearer Communication Brings People Closer.
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